
ACROSS
1 "Cut The Rope" monster with an

onomatapoeic name
6 Battery type called a "microzelle" in Germany
9 "___ Is Me!" (production song played on the

world's smallest violin, in "SpongeBob")
12 "SpongeBob" episode where SpongeBob and

Patrick almost get fished
13 Like sad boy hours
14 Word after "paper" or "diploma"
15 Chip flavor with two hyphens
16 Comedy whose popularity really... *took off*

;))))
18 Deeming sus
19 Capital whose website has a .lv domain
20 That is in Latin!
21 Website that disabled the ability to post on

April 20th (before it shuts down on May 4th)
24 One might say "Bless This Mess"
25 Alterego that the line "Where's Perry" often

cuts to, in "Phineas and Ferb"
28 Bring down
31 Word in a bowling alley animation of a bunch

of pins dancing around and then getting
knocked over in two tries by a sentient
bowling ball

34 Rita who tweeted "Dropping my new song
Monday if this get 100,000 retweets" then
walked it back after she got 2000 retweets
tops

35 Documentation consulter, maybe
36 AJR song whose prechoruses contain the

voice of the New York City Subway, Charlie
Pellett

37 Commerce site with Paybright payment plans
38 "___ have the uszh" (bar request)
39 Lassi fruit
40 Murder hornets, e.g.
41 Dr. Fill, e.g.
43 Dr. Fill, e.g.
44 DC-based CN show on TV (yeah I'm trying to

beat the record for most two-letter initialisms
in a clue)

51 Painful parts for scooters to hit
53 Unit equivalent to 4046 Minecraft blocks
54 "Let it ___" ("The Lorax" song about a truffula

tree seed)
55 Movie with cameos from Björn Ulvaeus and

Benny Andersson
57 "Oh ho ho, 'enry 'iggins!" singer
58 One demolished by a twister?
59 Woes
60 Unit related to the candela
61 Hat, in cool hat slang (that's right baby!! this

clue is for cool hat people ONLY)
62 Cable alternative, modemwise
63 Doomscrolling enablers

DOWN
1 "Yeesh"
2 Character to whom "You're Welcome" is sung

3 Point indicated by a red arrow on iOS
4 "Sorry, can't hear you over the sound of your

generation hoarding wealth"
5 "A.K.A." comedian Kaplan
6 Get even?
7 Vibes
8 P.A. system : comedian :: ___ : musician
9 White people?

10 Cheers for toreadors (or for bulls, maybe. No
one would know if you're cheering for the bull)

11 T.S. whose work spawned a 2019 movie
featuring T.S. (that's Taylor Swift)

13 "FETID BOZO: Ahhh oil spills are bad // WISE
ADULT: the sun will evaporate the oil, & the
wheel of mother ___ spins goodly, As does all
things," (dril tweet)

14 Part of many an árbol de familia
17 Ren faire address
19 Response to injustice
22 Wall decor at a summer camp, perhaps
23 Character whose name is a portmanteau of

the Japanese word for "bad" and the Italian
word for "Mario"

26 Pie under a cardboard box propped up by a
stick, probably

27 Uses 42-Down
28 Fonsi of *Despacito intro*

29 Capital whose website has a .no domain
30 Like good comedy
31 ___ Fransokyo ("Big Hero 6" locale)
32 File with a transparent background, perhaps
33 Before now
36 Where the Commandments of Animalism are

painted, in "Animal Farm"
37 Gets pasted in the system?
39 Pronoun used during International Talk Like

Jar Jar Binks Day (August 19th)
40 Took the dub
42 Wire, in a way
43 Person in a "1 year with this one <3<3 love u

so much" post
45 Video game character with two 45-Down
46 "You're bluffing for sure, you fool"
47 Salt-N-Pepa (?!?!), etc.
48 Deep cleaning target
49 Ran slowly
50 People chillin' in Cedar Rapids, e.g.
51 Adorably tiny, quaintly
52 "Warn Your Relatives" comedian Kondabolu
56 "You cut me off ___-funk!"
57 Species of many a LEPRecon member, in

"Artemis Fowl"

point made adam nicolle and paolo pasco
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